ABSTRACT Objective visual quality assessment specific for screen content images (SCIs) has been increasingly investigated over the years. In this paper, an effective full-reference quality evaluation model for SCIs is proposed, in which edge features in gradient domain (EFGD) are extracted for better visual perceptual representation. Unlike traditional edge feature extraction directly in the image pixel domain, all edge features in the proposed EFGD model are extracted based on the gradient map of input SCIs, including edge sharpness, edge brightness/contrast, and edge chrominance. Specifically, the gradient profile model that can well represent the spatial layout of edges is adopted to measure the edge sharpness degree. A novel computation way is reported to measure the edge brightness and contrast change between the reference and distorted SCIs, while color moments are used to account for the color chrominance variation. In addition, an adaptive weighting strategy is designed to adjust the effects of these three kinds of edge features, according to the statistical distributions of the input SCIs. Moreover, the maximum value of edge sharpness features is extracted from the test SCIs as the pooling weight to get the final image quality assessment (IQA) score. The experimental results on two commonly used SCIs databases have verified the superiorities of the EFGD model and show that the EFGD model is in more conformity with the subjective assessment results than most of the existing IQA models.
I. INTRODUCTION
The content of digital images is no longer confined to natural scene images (NSIs) in intelligence information processing. In fact, today's digital images come from many sources, which combine texts, charts and natural scenes in various layouts, and have been increasingly applied in many intelligent communication applications, such as virtual screen sharing, online news and advertising, online education, electronic brochures, remote computing, cloud computing and so on. This kind of images viewed on computer is called screen content images (SCIs) [1] , [2] . The results in [3] show that SCIs have different images characteristics compared with NSIs. Such images tend to have unique characteristics, such as sharp edges, dense intensity variation and limited colors in specific areas. In processing of SCIs (e.g., generation, compression and transmission), all kinds of distortion (e.g., blurring, color saturation change, contrast change, compression) will inevitably lead to image quality degradation. Therefore, how to accurately evaluate visual quality of SCIs is of great significance.
A key problem related to image quality assessment (IQA) of SCIs is: how to evaluate the image quality objectively and ensure that the measurement derived from the designed objective model has high consistence with judgment of the human visual system (HVS). The most simple objective IQA models are peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean square error (MSE). However, compared with the HVS, these two models often lead to inconsistent perceptual results. Because PSNR and MSE only take the difference between the pixel intensity into account [4] , [5] . In order to settle this question, great efforts have been made to introduce the characteristics of the HVS into the construction of IQA models. A milestone paper is the structural similarity measure (SSIM) [5] , which considers local luminance, contrast and structure degradation, not just the difference in pixel intensity. To further improve the performance of SSIM, lots of objective models are designed, such as, feature similarity (FSIM) [6] , gradient similarity (GSIM) [7] , and information weighted SSIM (IW-SSIM) [8] .
Further considering that image content with sharp edges and contours is more sensitive to the HVS, many methods focus on edge information extraction for the construction of IQA models [9] - [11] . By the computation of the similarity of edge strength, the model (ESSIM) is proposed in [9] . Xue et al. [10] proposed a gradient magnitude similarity deviation (GMSD) model for IQA, which only use the gradient magnitude similarity to represent the quality of images, and the complexity of this model is very low. In [11] , an efficient full reference IQA model is proposed, called mean deviation similarity index (MDSI), in which gradient similarity, chromaticity similarity and deviation pooling are measured. Perceptual features are also applied to image quality assessment models. Zhang et al. [12] reported a visual saliency based full reference IQA method, named visual saliency-based index (VSI). Sheikh and Bovik [13] proposed a visual information fidelity measure for IQA, called visual information fidelity (VIF). In [14] , natural scene statistics (NSS) is explored for image fidelity measure. In [15] , based on NSS, the authors present a specific quality metric for blurring images. Gao et al. [16] used different kinds of statistic features in IQA model development, such as mean subtracted contrast normalized features, the gradient magnitude features and the Laplacian of Gaussian features. Besides, various computational methods are also introduced into IQA model design, such as multi-scale analysis [17] , kernel learning [18] , support vector regression [19] , extreme learning machine [20] and deep learning [21] - [27] .
Most of these IQA models are proposed to evaluate the perceived quality of NSIs. Obviously, these models are more appropriate for evaluating NSIs than for evaluating the quality of SCIs because the image structure and statistical properties of SCIs are usually very different from those of NSIs [1] .
Many objective quality assessment models specific for SCIs are reported since then. Yang et al. [1] proposed a model (SPQA) by considering the visual differences between text and pictorial regions in SCIs and constructed the first SCI image quality assessment database (SIQAD). Wang et al. [28] considered the visual field adaptation of structural similarity and the weight of information content in local quality evaluation, and proposed a model (SQI). Gu et al. [29] proposed a model (SIQM) which works with a weighting strategy based on the structural degradation measurement. Ni et al. [30] used three kinds of edge features extracted from SCIs in the developed edge similarity (ESIM) model. They also developed a new database called SCID for quality assessment of SCIs in [30] . Fang et al. [31] proposed a model by structure features and uncertainty weighting (SFUW), considering different influences of image patches on calculation of quality scores of SCIs. Ni et al. [32] also proposed an effective full reference image quality assessment model, named Gabor feature model (GFM), which was established based on the horizontal and vertical imaginary-part Gabor features.
In view of efforts of above methods, we propose a novel objective IQA model based on edge feature extraction in gradient domain, named EFGD, to further improve the quality prediction accuracy for SCIs. The edge features extracted in gradient domain can well reflect the visual quality of SCIs. Three basic edge feature maps, i.e. edge sharpness map (ESM), edge brightness contrast map (EBCM) and edge chrominance map (ECM) are extracted in gradient domain of SCIs. The edge sharpness and brightness/contrast features are computed based on the luminance channel of input images, while the edge chrominance is based on the chrominance channels. Gradient profile sharpness (GPS) model [33] is adopt to measure the edge sharpness in this manuscript. Furthermore, a novel computation method is proposed to capture the brightness and contrast variation of the gradient map (i.e., edge brightness/contrast). Chroma information also plays a crucial role in the edge perception of SCIs, so we exploited color moments [34] of chrominance channels in gradient domain to represent edge chrominance. The similarities of these three kinds of edge features between original and distorted SCIs are computed respectively, and are finally fused based on the proposed adaptive weighting strategy. The edge sharpness feature is also used as a pooling map to convert the fused similarity map to a final quality score of the distorted SCI. Compared with previous IQA models, the proposed EFGD model has the following main contributions:
(1) Unlike generic edge feature extraction directly from image pixel domain, we firstly extract edge features in gradient domain, which can well reflect the prominent visual changes in distorted SCIs. (2) Gradient profile model is implemented to measure the edge sharpness feature, which can better represent the details of edge in SCIs. The proposed feature extraction of edge brightness/contrast also plays important role in improving the performance of the model. (3) An adaptive weighting algorithm is designed according to the statistical distribution of images, which adjusts the fusion weights of the three similarity maps. (4) The EFGD model achieves the highest overall performance on two commonly used verification databases: SIQAD and SCID. The other contents of this paper are as follows. In section II, the proposed EFGD model is introduced in detail. Test results of the proposed IQA model on the two databases and comparison with other latest IQA models are reported in section III. Finally, Section IV draws a conclusion of the manuscript.
II. PROPOSED EFGD MODEL FOR SCI QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Generally speaking, an ideal image quality assessment model should be highly consistent with the HVS perception.
The main concern of the proposed IQA model is how to extract effective image features in SCIs. We hope that these features can better describe the perception of HVS. Since screen images contain rich edge details, and the HVS is highly sensitive to image edges, we try to extract effective edge features based on which a better assessment metric can be constructed. Different from traditional edge feature extractions usually designed in image pixel domain, gradientdomain features of edges are investigated in quality assessment of SCIs in this manuscript. The framework of the proposed EFGD model is shown in Fig. 1 , and it contains the following stages:
(1) Chromaticity Space Conversion: Reference and distorted SCIs are converted from RGB color space to YCbCr color space for separating their luminance channels and chrominance channels. In Eq. (1), RGB represent the three-color channels of input images, and Y , Cb and Cr denote the luminance and two chrominance channels of SCI.
In this paper, one-dimensional Gaussian function is firstly used to perform low-pass filtering on the image by row and column respectively. The Gaussian function is:
where a represents the standard deviation in the Gaussian function.
Since edge features are extracted in gradient domain in the proposed EFGD model, the gradient map of the luminance channel is firstly calculated via Eq. (3) and (4) . The gradient magnitude and the gradient directions of each point in the smoothed luminance image I (x, y) are calculated. The partial derivatives of horizontal and vertical direction are computed according to Eq. (3), which calculate the finite difference of the first order partial derivative in the VOLUME 7, 2019 surrounding 2 × 2 window.
where G h (x, y), G v (x, y) denote the derivatives in horizontal and vertical directions. These two terms are used to calculate the gradient magnitude G(x, y) and the gradient direction F(x, y). The G(x, y) is defined as the summary of the absolute values of G h (x, y) and G v (x, y):
The gradient direction is calculated as Eq. (5):
We note the gradient map of the luminance channel as G L (x, y). Gradient maps of the two chrominance channels (Cb and Cr) are also computed according the Eq. (3) and (4).
B. EXTRACTION OF EDGE FEATURES IN GRADIENT DOMAIN
The construction of the three similarity maps (i.e., ESM, EBCM and ECM) is introduced in this section. The detailed algorithms are given below.
1) EDGE SHARPNESS MAP (ESM) AND GRADIENT PROFILE SHARPNESS(GPS)
Edge represents the outline of images and has rich details. Edges in SCIs are generally narrow and sharp [2] . So, how to measure edge sharpness is a very important work. Therefore, we consider using the Gradient Profile Sharpness (GPS) [33] to express the edge sharpness. GPS uses gradient profiles to describe the spatial layout of image gradients, where each gradient profile is defined as a 1-D profile of gradient magnitudes across an edge pixel in the direction of the gradient.
In GPS, the zero-crossing pixels are denoted as edge pixels, which are the local maximum on their gradient directions. Non-maximal suppression [35] is performed on the gradient map of the luminance channel to determine candidate edge pixels. In the process of non-maximum suppression, gradient magnitude of each pixel in G L (x, y) is compared with its two adjacent points in the gradient direction. If the gradient magnitude of this point is smaller, it indicates that the point is not a local maximum i.e., the point is not an edge pixel. Otherwise, this point is an edge pixel.
After edge pixels are obtained, the gradient profile is then determined. If a pixel p 0 is an edge pixel, beginning from p 0 we trace a 1-D path along its gradient direction (both sides) one by one until the gradient amplitude is no longer reduced. We call this 1-D path as a gradient profile, and denote the set of all the traced pixels as p ψ , ψ ∈ {. . . − 2, −1, 0, 1, 2 . . .}.
We use the gradient profile sharpness (GPS) to express the edge sharpness (ES)
where
and d(p, p 0 ) denote the length between the edge pixel p 0 and one of its adjacent pixel p. Finally, the edge sharpness of the reference SCI and the distorted SCI is merged to express the edge sharpness map (ESM), and the calculation method is as follows:
where ES r (x, y), ES d (x, y) denote the edge sharpness of the reference SCI and the distorted SCI respectively. T s is a constant greater than 0, which is introduced to prevent the denominator molecule from appearing as zero or minimum value to cause instability.
2) EDGE BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST MAP (EBCM)
SCIs are usually directly rendered by computer. The brightness and contrast variation of different displays easy lead to distortion of the SCI. We think about how to extract the edge brightness and contrast feature of the SCI in the gradient domain. We used a 7x7 Gaussian weighting function W = {ω i |i = 1, 2, 3 . . . . . . ..N } with standard deviation of 7/6, normalized to unit N i=1 ω i = 1 to find the local mean value, standard deviation and covariance.
Firstly, the edge brightness variation (EBV) of the reference SCI and the distorted SCI is calculated on the G L (x, y):
where L = 255 represents the dynamic range of the pixel value, µ gr (x, y) and µ gd (x, y) indicate the mean of gradient map of the reference SCI and the distorted SCI respectively. In addition, from the perspective of the HVS, too large contrast may result in loss of structural details, while too small contrast will also make the image hierarchical perception worse [36] . Hence, contrast is also a key factor in evaluating the quality of SCIs. Edge contrast variation (ECV) can describe the similarity of the contrast between the reference SCI and the distorted SCI.
where σ gr is the variance of the reference SCI luminance channel gradient domain and σ rd is the covariance of the SCI and distortion SCI luminance channel gradient domain. T l is a constant as T s which is greater than zero. Finally, the edge brightness contrast map (EBCM) of SCI is calculated by combining the edge brightness change with the edge contrast change. The calculation of the EBCM is as Eq. (10). where λ is used to adjust the relative weight between EBV (x, y) and ECV (x, y). In our experiments, λ is set to 0.1.
To illustrate edge features in gradient domain from SCIs, we show the extracted edge features in Fig .2 , involving three different distortion types (i.e., Gaussian blur, contrast change, and JPEG2000 compression). A reference SCI and its distorted versions chosen from the SIQAD database are shown in Fig. 2 (a), (b), (c) and (d) . Their related edge sharpness VOLUME 7, 2019 and edge brightness/contrast feature maps are illustrated in Fig.2 (a1)-(d3) . From this figure, it can been seen that these three kind of features reflect different visual components. For example, comparing Fig. 2 (a1) , (b1) and (c1), it is easy to find that the sharpness information loss in (c1) is worst. And the brightness and contrast change is also obvious, which indicates that edge features reflect visual information well.
3) EDGE CHROMINANCE MAP(ECM)
Considering the distortion of SCIs, chrominance distortion often occurs in addition to brightness distortion. For example, the change of color saturation is due to color rendering and screen sharing between different display devices. In the process of modeling, we also need to find a suitable way to extract chrominance information from images. As the simplest and most effective feature to describe the color information of an image, color histogram, color moments, color aggregation vectors, color sets etc. are commonly used. In our algorithm, we refer to the color moment based feature extraction [34] , which uses mean value, variance and slope to express the first order moment, second order moment and third order moment of chromaticity information. Since the color distribution information is mainly amassed in the low-order moments, the first order moment is the simplest feature to describe the color information of the image. Hence, we only extract the first order moments of the gradient maps (G cb (x, y) and G cr (x, y)) to represent the edge chrominance information.
First, we calculate the gradient maps of the two channels Cb and Cr for the reference SCI and the distortion SCI, i.e., G , y) . Then, we calculate their mean values and fuse them to obtain the edge similarity:
where W denotes the local windows and H is the size of the window. µ 1 (x, y)µ 2 (x, y)µ 3 (x, y) and µ 4 (x, y) denotes to the first moment of the gradient maps of the Cb and Cr channels of the reference SCI and the distorted SCI, respectively. S Cb (x, y) denotes the similarity of the edge chrominance of Cb channel, and S Cr (x, y) denotes the similarity of edge chrominance of the Cr channel. The purpose of introduction of T c is to prevent instability. Then, the similarity maps of edge chrominance of the two channels are combined to obtain the final edge chrominance map (ECM):
C. ADAPTIVE WEIGHTING STRATEGY
The proposed algorithm does not simply combine each map directly. The edge brightness contrast map (EBCM) and edge chrominance map (ECM) are combined by addition and then the edge sharpness map (ESM) is combined to get the final similarity measure. The formula is as follows:
where θ and γ are two positive constants that can control the relative importance of edge features. By treating these features equally important, θ = γ = 1 is set in our work. For the setting of β in Eq. (17), we use the average value of the EBCM (x, y) to tune the value of β. The calculation of the average value is as follows:
where MN is the number of pixels in EBCM. 
D. EDGE SHARPNESS BASED POOLING STRATEGY
This section is the last processing stage, which will produce the final screen image quality score. We consider using an appropriate pooling process, rather than directly averaging the final edge similarity map S(x, y), because the perception of image pixels by the human visual system is not equal. We choose the maximum value of edge sharpness extracted from luminance channel in reference SCI and distorted SCI as weighted map to measure the quality of each pixel to the whole image. The weight map is expressed as ESW r , ESW d . The weight graph based on edge acuity feature is calculated as follows:
Therefore, the IQA score can be computed with the weighting metric as in Eq. (20) .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present and discuss the performance of our proposed EFGD quality model with 17 state-of-the-art IQA models on two image quality assessment databases designed for quality assessment of SCIs.
A. DATABASE AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
In our wok, two image quality databases related to SCIs are used. The first one is SIQAD [1] . It contains 20 reference and 980 distorted SCIs, which takes into account 7 distortions and 7 distortion levels for each distortion. Another is SCID [30] . It contains 1840 SCIs, including 40 reference SCIs and 1800 distorted SCIs, which uses 9 different types of image distortion to render these reference SCIs and creates 5 distortion levels for each type of distortion. Then, we take three common methods to calculate the correlation between subjective and objective scores: SROCC (Spearman Rank-order Correlation Coeffi-cient), PLCC (Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient), and RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error). We use SROCC to estimate the monotonicity of prediction and PLCC to measure the accuracy of forecasts. RMSE indicate the deviation between the objective and subjective scores. Finally, it should be noted that the larger the value of SROCC and PLCC denote better performance. On the contrary, a lower RMSE value denotes a better performance. The three correlation coefficients are calculated as Eq. (21), (22) and (23):
where n represents the number of distorted images, d i is the difference between the ith image's ranks in subjective and objective levels. Letters O and Z express the mean values of O i and Z i . O i and Z i are the objective and subjective scores of i − th SCI in the database which has n SCIs. Before calculating the three assessment indicators, it is necessary to eliminate the nonlinearity of objective quality prediction. According to the standard procedures as suggested in the video quality experts group (VQEG) HDTV test [37] , [38] , we nonlinearly return the quality score to a common space utilizing a five-parameter mapping function, as follows Eq. (24):
where s i is the perceived quality score of the i − th distortion SCI calculated by the IQA model and z i is the relevant mapped score. η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , η 4 and η 5 are five parameters to be determined during the curve fitting process.
B. OVERALL PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
To illustrate its superiority, the proposed EFGD is compared with multiple IQA models, including PSNR, SSIM [5] , IWSSIM [8] , VIF [13] , MAD [39] , FSIM (for grey image) [6] , GSIM [7] , GMSD [10] , VSI [12] , SCQI [40] , SIQM [29] , SPQA [1] , SQI [28] , SQMS [41] , ESIM [30] , SVQI [42] and GFM [32] . The last seven IQA models are specifically designed for the SCIs, while the rest are all for assessment of NSIs .  TABLE 1 and TABLE 2 show the overall performance of all IQA models on the SIQAD and SCID databases, respectively. In both tables, the first level performance diagram for each measurement standard (i.e., PLCC, SROCC, and RMSE) is shown in red, and all program source code for the comparison models are downloaded from the original address. Therefore, SPQA and SQI results on the SCID database and some special results on the SIQAD database are not available.
It is worth to note that there are four parameters of the proposed EFGD model. As suggested in [7] and [12] , these parameter values leading to higher SROCC, will be selected.
The values of them are empirically determined as 0.3, 10, 120, and 0.1 by extensive experiments respectively. From  TABLE 1 and TABLE 2 , it can be seen that the proposed EFGD model has the best overall performance in terms of PLCC, SROCC and RMSE for both databases. In other words, on the SIQAD database, the overall performance of the first place is obtained compared to other state-of-theart full reference image quality assessment models, and the overall performance of the first place is also obtained on the SCID database.
In addition, TABLE 1 and TABLE 2 also provide performance comparisons of the IQA models for each type of distortion. Experimental results recorded in TABLE 1 show that the proposed EFGD model is superior to most of sophisticated models in the SIQAD database, because it has the most and best performance in the various distortion types. It gets the best performance for three distortion types: GB, MB and JPEG. From TABLE 2, we can see that for the SCID database, the EFGD model for the JEPG distortion also has the highest performance. Although the EFGD does not achieve the best performance on other distortion types, its overall correlation on the SCID database is the highest.
In fact, the experiment results can be expected, due to the noise type that are blurred and compressed will inevitably reduce edges and let significant changes to the extracted edge information [30] . Despite the encouraging results of the EFGD model, its performance in contrast change (CC) is relatively poor. 
C. STEP-BY-STEP PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we will verify the accuracy of the EFGD model by the experimental results of each step. Firstly, we study the contributions of the feature extraction of edge sharpness map (ESM), edge brightness contrast map (EBCM) and edge chrominance map (ECM) on SIQAD and SCID databases. It is used to analyze the contribution of each edge feature to the performance of the algorithm. This work is accomplished by assigning different parameter values to equation (17) . Specifically, the performance of edge sharpness map (ESM) can be obtained by making θ = 0 and γ = 1. Then let θ = 1, γ = 0 to get the edge brightness contrast map (EBCM) and edge chrominance map (ECM) performance by controlling the value of the parameter β. When β = 1, the performance of edge brightness contrast map (EBCM) can be obtained. When β = 0, the edge chrominance map (ECM) performance can be obtained. The corresponding results are recorded in TABLE 3.
Then, according to the last step of the algorithm, we choose a combination of two from these three features and compare the performance of the ''combination''. This work can also assign different parameter values to Eq. (17) to realize the performance of each part. When β = 0, θ = γ = 1, the edge sharpness map (ESM) and edge chrominance map (ECM) fusion performance is obtained. When β = 1, θ = γ = 1, the edge sharpness map (ESM) and edge brightness contrast map (EBCM) fusion is obtained. It is noteworthy that the performance of edge brightness contrast and edge chrominance is obtained by extracting two features and merging them respectively. The corresponding results are recorded in TABLE 4, where the symbol ''+'' denotes a combination of two edge features.
In addition, we test the effect of the parameter v in Eq. (18) in the adaptive algorithm, which is used to control the weight coefficient β on the two databases with different noise types. The detail distribution intervals of v for each distortion type are counted and the corresponding results are recorded in TABLE 5. By comparing the distribution interval of different noise types, we can find that in SIQAD and SCID, the value of v in most types of noise distribution is mainly concentrated in [0.31 ∼ 0.71]. Only in the case of the CSC noise type, the value of v exceeds 0.71. We divide the value of v into three ranges. When v is greater than interval of different noise types, we can find that in SIQAD and SCID, the value of v in most types of noise distribution is mainly concentrated in [0.31 ∼ 0.71]. Only in the case of the CSC noise type, the value of v exceeds 0.71. We divide the value of v into three ranges. When v is greater than 0.71, it can only be affected by the noise type CSC, so we increase the weight of the edge chrominance map (ECM), so that β = 0.3. When v is in [0.31 ∼ 0.71], we increased the weight of the edge brightness contrast map (EBCM), so that β = 0.7. For the rest of the values, after testing on two databases: SIQAD and SCID, we finally decided to make β = 0.4. Finally, in order to verify the feasibility of combining in gradient domain with image feature in this algorithm, we calculate the performance of image feature extraction directly from image pixel domain and the comparison results are recorded in TABLE 6.
Through the above experimental results, we not only verify the feasibility of the algorithm, but also get the following conclusions: the ESM and EBCM contribute much more to the proposed EFGD model than the edge chrominance map (ECM). This is due to the edge sharpness map (ESM) and the edge brightness contrast map (EBCM) are extracted in the image luminance channel, and the HVS is more sensitive to the image luminance channels. But the EFGD model can ultimately achieve better performance, which is still inseparable from the role of the chrominance component.
D. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
Computational complexity is also an important indicator when comparing different IQA models in practical application. So that the average running time of one image is measured for each IQA model by testing on the SCID database (1,800 distorted SCIs with resolution of 1280×720). To have a fair comparison, all the source codes of tested IQA models are obtained from their authors or websites and are performed VOLUME 7, 2019 under the same test procedure and environment. The computer used is equipped with an E5-1603 CPU@2.8GHz with 32GBs of RAM, and the software platform is Matlab R2016a. The run-time results are documented in TABLE 7. It can be observed that the proposed EFGD model get a relatively low computational complexity.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new screen content image (SCI) quality assessment model (EFGD). The novelty of the EFGD model is that the proposed edge features (e.g., edge sharpness, edge brightness/ contrast and edge chrominance) are all extracted from the gradient map of input SCIs. The obtained edge features in gradient domain can well consistent with the visual characteristics of the HVS. Three similarity maps based on these edge features are constructed, and then fused by an adaptive weighting strategy. The proposed weighting algorithm takes account of the statistical distribution of collected SCIs, which can reveal the effect of features.
Finally, the edge sharpness pooling strategy is used to compute the final evaluation score. Experimental tests on two general large SCI databases show that the proposed EFGD model gets the highest performance compared to other advanced IQA models and prove the effectiveness of extracted edge features in the gradient domain. 
